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Introducing Websense Data Security 
v7.7.2
Topic 42513 / Updated: 19-Sep-2012

Version 7.7.2 is a minor release of Websense Data Security offering new features and 
several customer-driven corrections. New features include:

 Data Endpoint for Mac
 Updated policies and classifiers
 Support for Base64 encoding

Data Endpoint for Mac

The Mac Data Endpoint prevents users of Macintosh-based desktop or laptop devices 
from leaking sensitive information when outside your network. 

Applies To: Websense Data Security

Applies To: Websense Data Security v7.7
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It is similar to Data Endpoint for Windows and Linux. For example, you can block, 
monitor, and log transactions on Mac devices according to your organization’s DLP 
and acceptable use policies. You can also perform discovery on the devices to gain 
insight into where sensitive data is stored. 

Administrators can create policies that provide full visibility into endpoint traffic, but 
that don't restrict use of the device. Data Endpoint has been designed to consume 
minimal CPU, memory, and disk resources. 

General features:

 Endpoint discovery and DLP 
 Unified package builder
 Stealth or interactive mode
 Tamper-proof 
 Multiple language support
 Block, permit, confirm or log:

 email (Outlook 2011, Outlook 2008, Apple “Mail” application on 10.6 and 
10.7).

 removable media
 LAN movement
 application file access operation

 Application groups
 Fingerprint files and databases on endpoint clients
 Remote bypass
 Content scan alerts for end users

In TRITON Console:

 Define endpoint devices
 Define endpoint policies
 Configure endpoint profiles
 View endpoint status
 View and manage endpoint incidents
 Define endpoint applications

In end-user UI:

 View connection status
 View and save contained/quarantined files
 View logs
 Start manual configuration update
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Updated policies and classifiers

Several predefined policies and classifiers have been updated or added.

Updated policies
 Information Governance Toolkit v8 - renamed to “Information Governance 

Toolkit” because V9 was released and the v8 moniker no longer applied. Also 
renamed all classifiers / rules / descriptions.

 Password files - added a rule "Password Files: General files" to detect files 
containing blocks of suspicious long sequences of base64\hexadecimal characters.

 Common password information - expanded the rules “Common passwords 
information”, “Common passwords information (Wide)” and “Common 
passwords information (Narrow)” to detect common salted passwords using a 
dictionary classifier in addition to plain common passwords.

New classifiers
 Base64 Detection - detects files with data encoded with base64 encoding 

schemes. File type classifier. 
 Base64\Hexadecimal Characters Block - detection of a block of base64 or 

hexadecimal characters. Pattern classifier.

Updated classifiers
 Proximity Classifier - Script Classifier. 2 changes made. Added support for 

Unicode detection and added a “case sensitive” parameter.
 Date of birth - Script classifier. Supports more forms of date of birth. The 

acceptable formats were dd/mm/yyyy, dd/mm/yy, mm/dd/yyyy, mm/dd/yy (when 
“/” can be “.”, “-“ Or “\” too). Added yyyy/mm/dd and forms like 1st April 2012, 
1 April 12, 1 APR 12, 1 APR 2012.

Support for Base64 encoding

Data Security now automatically analyzes data with Base64 encoding.
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Endpoint backward compatibility
Topic 42530 / Updated: 9-Nov-2012

Data Security v7.7.2 can support older endpoint versions if you upgrade your 
management server rather than uninstall and re-install it from scratch. The following 
table shows the level of compatibility that this version supports.

Although machines with older endpoint versions cannot use policies from v7.7.2 until 
they are upgraded, the policies on older endpoints can be put in monitoring-only mode 
for the interim. 

To take advantage of the v7.7.2 corrections and performance enhancements, you 
should upgrade your endpoints to v7.7.2 as soon as possible.

Applies To: Websense Data Security

Endpoint 
version

TRITON 
manager 
version

Accept 
new 
policy

Accept 
new 
profile

Accept 
new 
incidents

Accept 
finger-
print 
updates

Accept 
status 
notific-
ations

7.1 7.7.2 No No Yes No Yes

7.5 7.7.2 No No Yes No Yes

7.6 7.7.2 No No Yes No Yes
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Installation and upgrade
Topic 42514 / Updated: 12-Sep-2012

New installation

This section describes where to get instructions for the following:

 Installing the management server
 Installing Data Security agents and supplemental servers
 Installing the Mac Data Endpoint

For each installation, download and launch the file WebsenseTRITON772Setup.exe 
rather than WebsenseTRITON77Setup.exe as described.

Installing the management server
The Data Security Management Server is installed on the TRITON management 
server using a unified installer. 

Installation instructions are located in the Websense Technical Library on the 
Websense.com support site.

Installing Data Security agents and supplemental servers
Data Security agents are installed on the machines hosting the relevant server 
software. For example, the TMG agent is installed on the Microsoft TMG server. 

For instructions on installing Data Security agents and supplemental servers, refer to 
the Websense Technical Library. 

Installing the Mac Data Endpoint
1. Install or upgrade the management server as described. 
2. Use the Endpoint Package Builder on the management server (Start > Programs 

> Websense > Data Security > Endpoint Package Builder) to generate an 
Endpoint package. Make sure you select the Mac OSX option.

3. Unzip the WebsenseEndpoint.zip package onto your Mac system.
4. Run the WebsenseEndpoint.pkg from the unzipped folder WebsenseEndpoint.
5. Follow the steps in the installation wizard. The Data Endpoint is now installed and 

running. Websense icon appears in the menu bar. 

Applies To: Websense Data Security
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To install the software remotely, use Apple Remote Desktop. See the knowledgebase 
article, Installing Mac endpoints with Remote Desktop for instructions.   

Upgrading Data Security

You can upgrade to Data Security v7.7.2 from all 7.6.x releases and from v7.7.0. If 
your organization is using v7.6.x, upgrade directly to v7.7.2 for best results.

Data Security v7.7.2 is compatible with the protector v7.7.  There is no new protector 
in this release so there is no need to upgrade a protector.

This section includes instructions on:

 Upgrading the management server
 Upgrading agents and supplemental servers
 Upgrading endpoint clients

For best practice, be sure to back up the system before performing an upgrade. 

Before you begin

 The Data Security Management Server uses a variety of ports to communicate 
with other system components. In v7.7, the ports for communicating with Data 
Security components have been consolidated to 17500-17515. If you have not 
done so already, configure your firewall to open these ports before proceeding. 
(You can reconfigure the base port after upgrade using the Modify wizard if 
desired.) 
The management interface (TRITON - Data Security) ports have not changed. 
Leave your existing management ports open.
For information about default ports for Data security, see Default Ports in the 
Websense Technical Library.

Upgrading the management server
1. Perform the actions appropriate to your machine, as described in Preparing for 

upgrade of Data Security in the Deployment and Installation Guide.
2. Ensure that your v7.6.x or 7.7.0 installation is fully functional. 

Note
When you upgrade a Data Security server, it takes time for 
it to download the information necessary for resolving 
source and destination resources such as people, 
computers, and printers. To avoid inaccurate analysis, 
Websense recommends you wait 30 minutes before routing 
traffic through the new system after an upgrade.
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3. If you are using regulatory and compliance attributes in your DLP quick policies, 
make a note of the laws that you enforce. You will need to re-configure these 
settings after upgrade. To view your quick policies, navigate to Main > Policy 
Management > DLP Policies. Be sure to note the laws you select on both the 
Inbound and Outbound tabs for email DLP.

4. On the TRITON management server, run the TRITON installation package, 
WebsenseTRITON772Setup.exe. This is the same executable used for scratch 
installations. 

5. The installation package detects that earlier versions of the product are installed, 
and automatically start a series of upgrade wizards—one for each of the installed 
components. 

6. Click Next until you complete the wizard. You may be asked to reboot.
7. Log onto the TRITON Console.
8. Select the Data Security tab.
9. You are prompted to update your policies. Follow the prompts. Websense research 

teams stay abreast of regulations across many industries and you should keep your 
policies and classifiers up-to-date. This update can take a while, in some cases 
more than an hour. During this time, do not restart the server or any of the 
services. 

10. If you have Web Security as well as Data Security: 
a. Select Settings > Deployment > System Modules.
b. Listed are 2 instances of each Web Content Gateway module that is registered 

with the system. Delete the older instances. You can identify these by looking 
at the version number that is displayed.

11. If you are using regulatory and compliance attributes in your DLP quick policies, 
re-configure the laws that you noted in step 3. 

12. Click Deploy.
13. Upgrade any Data Security servers, agents, and protectors you have as described 

in the following sections.
14. In TRITON - Data Security, click Deploy to deploy your settings. 

Upgrading agents and supplemental servers
Do the following to upgrade agents and supplemental servers to version 7.7.2:

1. Upgrade the TRITON management server as described above.  This sequence is 
critical, because if you upgrade supplemental servers or agents first, they stop 
communicating with the management server. If you upgrade the management 
server first, it continues communicating with the components until they are 
upgraded.

2. Perform the actions appropriate to your machine, as described in Preparing for 
upgrade of Data Security in the Deployment and Installation Guide.

3. On the machine you are upgrading, run the TRITON installation package, 
WebsenseTRITON772Setup.exe. This is the same executable used for scratch 
installations. 
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4. The installation package detects that earlier versions of the product are installed, 
and automatically start a series of upgrade wizards—one for each of the installed 
components. 

5. Click Next until you complete the wizard. You may be asked to reboot.
6. In TRITON - Data Security, click Deploy to deploy your settings. 
7. It is strongly recommended you wait 30 minutes before routing traffic though the 

upgraded system. 
When you upgrade a Data Security server it takes time for it to download the 
information necessary for resolving source and destination resources such as 
people, computers, and printers. Routing traffic through the system before this is 
complete may result in:
 Potential false positives and negatives.
 File-system discovery starts but immediately indicates “completed with 

errors”.

Refer to the Data Security Deployment and Installation Guide, section Upgrading a 
supplemental Data Security server or standalone agents, for more details on 
upgrading agents and servers. 

Upgrading endpoint clients
First upgrade the Data Security Management Server and any supplemental Data 
Security servers. Then upgrade Data Security endpoints. 

Windows clients

After you have updated the Data Security Management Server:

1. Go to the %DSS_Home% directory (by default: c:\Program 
Files\Websense\Data Security\client\) and run 
WebsenseEndpointPackageBuilder.exe to create a new endpoint client package.

2. Select Windows for the operating system platform in the package builder wizard.
3. Deploy the v7.7.2 package to each endpoint using GPO, SMS, or a similar 

deployment method. You can install v7.7.2 on top of earlier versions without 
uninstalling and re-installing them.

4. Restart the endpoint after installation is complete. 

Linux clients

After you have updated the Data Security Management Server:

1. Go to the %DSS_Home% directory (by default: c:\Program 
Files\Websense\Data Security\client\) and run 
WebsenseEndpointPackageBuilder.exe to create a new endpoint client package.

2. Select Linux for the operating system platform in the package builder wizard.
3. To upgrade Data Endpoint software on a Linux computer, copy the correct 

installer to the machine and run it as root.  
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 LinuxEndpoint_SFX_installer_el4 - should be used with Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux version 4.8.

 LinuxEndpoint_SFX_installer_el5 - should be used with Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux version 5.1 and 5.5.

No reboot is necessary. The endpoint software starts automatically. You can install 
v7.7.x on top of earlier versions without uninstalling and re-installing them.

Refer to the Data Security Deployment and Installation Guide for more details on 
deploying the endpoint. 

System requirements
Topic 42515 / Updated: 21-Aug-2012

See the Deployment and Installation Center in the Websense Technical Library for 
Data Security hardware requirements. Requirements are listed for each Data Security 
module.

The Mac data endpoint supports Mac OSX v10.6.7-v10.7.4, 32- and 64- bit.

Resolved and known issues
Topic 42516 / Updated: 21-Aug-2012

A list of resolved and known issues is available in the Websense Technical Library. 
You must log on to MyWebsense to view the list.

Applies To: Websense Data Security

Applies To: Websense Data Security
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